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This paper presents bounds for the expected recourse function for stochastic programs
with network recourse. Cyclic recourse, a concept introduced by Wallace [18], allows
the approximation of the recourse problem by restricting the optimal flows on a set of
cycles and by augmenting the original network to induce separability. We introduce a
new procedure that uses again a set of cycles but does not approximate the problem;
instead it solves it heuristically without altering the original network or requiring
separability. The method produces tighter bounds and is computationally feasible for
large networks. Numerical experiments with selected networks illustrate the effectiveness of the approach.

1

Introduction

W e c o n s i d e r the classical t w o - s t a g e stochastic p r o g r a m with n e t w o r k recourse:

g,(S(2))

(1)

minimize
x_>0,s(2)_> 0

crx +

subject to

Ax=b,

(la)

Tx - S ( 2 ) = 0,

(lh)

where
V/~(S(2)) = E¢[i/t(S(2), ~)]

Oc)

Ip(S(2), ~) = m i n [ q r z l W z = S(2), z < ~, z > 0].

(ld)

and
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In our problem, the only source of randomness is the random upper bound ~ in (ld),
which has a known discrete distribution with stochastically independent components.
W is a deterministic node-arc incidence matrix of a directed network.
This paper presents a procedure for obtaining an upper bound to the expected
network recourse function ~(S(2)) of the two-stage cost minimization stochastic
program with network recourse, for fixed node supplies S(2) resulting from a set of
first-stage actions x.
The method extends a concept introduced in Wallace [18]. In contrast with prior
approaches (see Birge and Wets [2]), Wallace's method (which is also applicable
to the case.of random node supplies/demands) produces a bound by replacing the
original recourse problem (1 d) with a simpler approximation which is easier to integrate. Let z ° be the optimal solution of the recourse problem (1 d) for a given outcome
= ~0, and represent the optimal solution for a given outcome ~ by:
z(¢) = z ° + y(¢),

(2a)

wherey(O) represents the optimal change from the "base" solution given a set of upper
bounds ~. Note that Wy(O) = 0. We can always decompose a set of flows y(O) into a
set of cycle flows, where yCk)(O) is the vector of flows around the kth cycle. Then:
y(O) = ~ y(k)(O),

(2b)

k~K

where K is a fixed set of cycles. The analysis is complicated when the cycles in set K
share a link. In this case, Wallace approximates the problem, in addition to using a
fixed set of cycles K, by replacing links which are shared by multiple cycles with
multiple copies (one for each cycle), where each has a suitably constructed upper
bound. Thus, the original network is approximated by an expanded network for which
the recourse function is easier to integrate. This procedure has the advantage that the
number of necessary operations for the computation of the upper bound grows only
polynomially with the number of random variables. The method has been extended in
Birge and Wallace [4] for the case of general linear programs.
In this paper, we offer a different interpretation of Wallace's approach that yields
a much tighter bound. Instead of approximating the problem, consider instead what
happens when we replace the minimization in (ld) with a heuristic search procedure.
Let Y be the feasible region of (ld) and consider a restricted region Y C_ Y. Clearly,
if we solve (ld) over y ~ Y, then we obtain an upper bound. The problem is to
construct Y so that the expected recourse function is tractable. As with Wallace, we
restrict flows to be the sum of cycle flows as in (2b), but over a much larger set of
cycles K. However, we still choose a subset K of all possible cycles, so we are solving a restricted problem. Given K, we heuristically solve the problem by ranking the
cycles in decreasing cost (or another suitable criterion), and, for a given realization ~,
we put as much flow as possible on the higher ranking cycles. In contrast to Wallace's
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approach, we do not approximate the network by replacing links with multiple
copies. Rather, we develop a new procedure which gives us an expected flow on each
link that under certain conditions (same set and prioritization of cycles) is higher than
that provided by Wallace's algorithm. The focus of the approach, then, rather than
approximating the problem, is to substitute a global minimization with a heuristic
search procedure with sufficient structure to be tractable.
A detailed description of bounding procedures can be found in Birge and Wets
[2]. Most of the work is based on approximating the distribution of the random vector
and using the theory of moment spaces. Noting that Q(x, ~) is convex in ~ for each
fixed x, Kall and Stoyan [11] apply Jensen's inequality to obtain a lower bound on the
expectation of a convex function of a random variable. Madansky [12] uses the extreme points of the support of the random variable to obtain an upper bound on the
expected recourse function at a point x. This bound can be extended for the case of a
multi-variate random vector with independent components. Ben-Tal and Hochman [ 1]
obtain sharper upper and lower bounds by using additional information about the
distribution of the random variable. Huang et al. [9] sequentially apply Jensen's and
Madansky's bounds to subsets of the domain of the random variable and refine the
partition of the domain until the upper and lower bounds satisfy a certain termination
criterion. For treatment of random vectors with dependent components, see Gassmann
and Ziemba [8] and Frauendorfer [7], while for the case of dependent components
which are linear transformations of independent random variables, see Birge and
Wallace [3]. These procedures require a computational effort which is exponential in
the number n of random variables.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we formulate
the two-stage cost minimizing Stochastic Programming problem with network recourse. Section 3 describes the concept of cyclic recourse introduced by Wallace [ 18]
as an approximation of the network recourse problem. It further reviews the approach
adopted by Wallace to adjust the distribution of the random variables to the reformulated problem. Section 4 introduces our procedure that uses the cyclic recourse
approach but does not resort to the distribution adjustment. Finally, section 5 presents
some test problems and reports computational results.

2

Stochastic programming formulation

For a recourse network with node set N and link set L, let us denote:
Yl ( o r Yij) = (decision variable) recourse decisions;
flow on the link l E L between nodes i E N and j E N.

41 (or ~ij) -~ (random variable) the capacity of link l E L between nodes i, j E N.
~l (or
~tmax

~ij) =

the expected value of the capacity of link I E L between nodes i, j E N.

= the maximum possible outcome for the capacity

41 of link l ~ L.
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Si(2) = supply of node i E N.
F
= total external supply, F

=

"~.i~NSi(2).

With the inclusion of a super sink node J and links (i, J), Vi E N, the mathematical formulation of the recourse problem (ld) is expanded to

~g(S(2),# ) = min ~ ~

qijzij

(3)

x>O i ~ N j e N

subject to

zij < d?ij
~.~ zij - ~
j~N

zki + zig = Si(2)

Vi, j ~ N,

(3a)

Vi E N,

(3b)

ken

(3c)

~.~ zu = F.
iEN

Constraints (3a) guarantee that the link flows z do not exceed the outcome ~ of
the link capacities of the recourse network. The flow conservation constraints (3b)
are converted to equalities by the addition of the super sink node J, whose (redundant) flow conservation constraint is given in (3c). In figure 1, we depict an example
of a recourse problem.
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I

/

link I, with capacity ~ I

/

and cost

qI

leaslblllty link, uncapacl|ated and zero-cost

Figure 1. Example of a recourse problem.

In the remainder of the paper, for ease of presentation, we denote the expected
recourse function as ~/suppressing the dependence from the first-stage actions, which
is implied.
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An application of our research may be found in fleet management problems,
where a fleet of vehicles has to be managed over space and time under uncertain
demands. The fleet dispatch decisions x should depend not only on their immediate
(first-stage) profitability,-cTx, but also on the expected future (second-stage) profits,
_qry, of the fleet with allocation $(2). In this paper, we attempt to bound from above
these expected future profits. One of the earliest efforts in dealing with such problems are found in Jordan and Turnquist [10]. Powell [13-15] introduces the formulation of a dynamic network with random arc capacities used in this paper, while a
commercial application is described in Powell et al. [16]. The problem is viewed in
the context of stochastic programming in Frantzeskakis and Powell [5], where an
efficient solution procedure is introduced, and in Frantzeskakis and Powell [6], where
bounding procedures are introduced for that problem.
3

Cyclic recourse

Wallace [18] introduces the concept of what we refer to as cyclic recourse. The cyclic
recourse problem is an approximation of the network recourse problem, in an effort
to linearize the expected recourse function. Section 3.1 reformulates the recourse
problem to induce its optimal solution to form cycles, while section 3.2 describes the
cyclic recourse approximation that limits these cycles to a predetermined set. Section
3.3 introduces a variable splitting procedure used by Wallace [18], which is essentially an adjustment of the distribution of the random variables to the reformulated
problem. Section 3.4 discusses the consequences of that approximation in our specific
problem and the importance of the criterion under which the cycles of the cyclic recourse are prioritized (a concept that will become clear later).

3.1 Reformulation of the problem
In order to use ~0 = 0 as the "base" outcome in (2a), consider the recourse problem
v(S(2), 0) when the random link capacities are set to zero uniformly. The optimization of this network forces all flow onto the feasibility links (i, J) of zero cost
connecting each node i ~ N to the super sink node J. Thus, its optimal solution is
z° = 0 ,

Vi, j E N ,

o = Si(2),
ZiJ

Vi E N,

and the objective value is
v(S(2), 0) - qTzO = O.
Links with both a fixed deterministic and a random component of capacity are
considered as two distinct links, one for each component. In the case of positive lower
bounds on the deterministic links we convert them (using standard techniques) to zero.
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Thus, using (2a) we have that (3) is reformulated as
I//(S(2), 0) = min ~

~

(4)

qijYij

ieN j~N

subject to

Yij <- •ij

Vi, j E N ,

(4a)

Yij > - z °

Vi E N, Vj E N U {J}

(4b)

Vi E N,

(4c)

Yij j~N

~.~ Yki + Yu = 0
keN

Yu = 0.

(4d)

jeN

Note that constraint (3c) is automatically satisfied. Problem (4) is one of obtaining
the maximum flow through a network with no external node supplies and with links
of zero lower bounds and positive upper bounds on their flow. Thus, the link flows in
the optimal solution of this converted network will form cycles that are naturally
traversed in the orientation that provides negative cycle cost.
For a given outcome 0 of link capacities, the maximum flow through this network
is obviously constrained by both the node supplies S(2) (through variables zij) and
the link capacities 0. At this point we make the assumption that the limited throughput capacity of the network is the dominant constraining factor for the maximum flow,
while the node supplies are high enough as to not impose a constraint. Thus, constraints (4b) are removed. Figure 2 depicts the converted recourse network for the
example of figure 1.
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Figure 2. Modified recourse problem.
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3.2 The cyclic recourse concept
In this section we approximate the complex recourse problem by focusing our attention on a predetermined finite set of cycles in the converted recourse network. This is
the essence of cyclic recourse.
Let us now introduce a set of directed cycles of negative cost in that network,
denoted by K = { 1,...,K}. Wallace [18] proposes that these cycles are provided from
the conformal realization of the solution of the problem ~(0) using an algorithm
described in Rockafellar [17], but essentially any set of cycles may be used. Figure 3
gives an example of the set K, consisting of K = 3 cycles.
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Figure 3. A set of cycles in the recourse network.

Let us additionally denote:
yk(0) = (decision variable) positive flow on cycle k (when the link capacities are
0), that is flow traversing the cycle so that it is indeed a negative cost
producing cycle;
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E: =
if link I belongs in cycle k and the cycle is traversed in the direction of link l,
= - 1 , if link I belongs in cycle k, but the cycle is traversed in the direction opposite to that of link l,
=

0, otherwise;

L k = the set of links l with random capacity that belong to cycle k,
L k = {l E LIE~ =

+1};

Ek = the set of links l with random capacity that belong only to cycle k,
E~ = {l ~ t l E l k = + l , E ? - - - 0 Vm ~ k};

C k = (negative) cost of cycle k,
L

Ck = E qlE~ < O.
l=l

If ;g(¢) is a column vector with elements the cycle flows ~,(¢) and E is a K x L
incidence matrix with elements E~, then the column vector y of the link flows can be
represented by
y(¢) = Err(¢).
Then, consider the optimization problem
K

co(~) = minimize ~ Ckyk(~)
r(¢)--- 0 k=l
subject to

WE r ~)

Erg¢)

= 0,
< ¢,

(7)
(7a)
(7b)

where matrix W is the node-arc incidence matrix of the converted recourse network.
Note that constraint (7a) is satisfied automatically by a set of cycles and is hence
removed. Problem (7) is a restriction of the original problem (3), since it forces the
flows to be routed along a finite set of predetermined cycles. Hence, for any realization ¢,

-< co(¢).

(8)

Taking expectations of both sides of (8), we obtain
= E~[~g(~)] < E~[c.o(~)] - ~ .

(9)

The above defined ~ may serve as an upper bound on the value of the expected
recourse function ~ . Program (7) does not appear to be easier to solve unless we are
successful in decomposing it by cycle; this is the objective of the variable splitting
approximation adopted by Wallace [18] and presented next.
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3.3 The variable splitting approximation
The cyclic recourse problem (7) can be rewritten as follows:
K

to(~) = minimize ~ cky(~)
r~¢)> 0 k-~l

(10)

K

subjectto

~ (Ekl )ryk(~) <- ~l,

Vl E L k forsome k. (10a)

k=l

This problem would decompose by cycle k, if there were no complicating constraints (10a) for stochastic links l that are shared by more than one cycle. The fact
that cycles have common links necessitates a hierarchy among the cycles. This hierarchy is given by a priority rule, which we refer to as ranking of the cycles, that
indicates the order with which cycles have claims on the capacity of shared links.
Wallace [ 18] adopts ranking the cycles in an increasing order of their cost; that is, the
most negative cost cycle is given top priority. We assume that for the remainder of the
paper the cycles' index number reflects their priority in that ranking; that is, cycle 1
has the top priority, and so forth.
The ranking of the cycles does not circumvent the problem of the complicating
constraints, since it does not directly address the allocation of the capacity of the
shared links. To do so, Wallace's algorithm uses the following additional approximation of the problem, which we call variable splitting. First, let us denote

R k = the maximum possible outcome for the flow Yk in cycle k, if only the unshared
links of that cycle are present:
R k = min(~lmax, l E ~k ).

(11)

For simplicity, assume that cycles 1, 2 and 3 share link I. For every outcome of
the capacity ~t of that link, Wallace's approach consists of allocating the first R 1 units
of capacity of that link to cycle 1, the next R 2 units to cycle 2, and so forth. This is
equivalent to "splitting" the common link I into links 11, 12 and la (one for each cycle
that shares that link) and defining for every outcome ~t of the original link the capacity of each of the new links as follows:
~ll = min[ R1, ~1 ],

(12a)

~t2 = min[ R2 , ~0t - #h ],

(12b)

~13 = min[ R3, ~)l -- ~ll -- ~12 ]'

(12C)

and in general the portion ~lk of the capacity #l of link I that is allotted to the cycle of
rank k is given by

[

1

~t~ = min R k , ~l - E Olin "
ra=l

(12d)
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Figure 4. The variablesplitting approach.
This is equivalent to introducing additional links to the original network whenever a
link is shared by more than one cycle. These additional links lk have capacity following a distribution derived from the distribution of the original link l, by truncating it
appropriately. In our example, the splitting of the distribution of the capacity St into
three distributions is shown in figure 4, where the values of R I, R 2 and R 3 are
assumed to be derived from problem data not shown in the figure. The variable
splitting approximation yields the decomposability by cycles and hence provides a
feasible procedure and an upper bound on O.
For the kth cycle of the cycle set K, we have the decomposed problem
09k (¢) =

minimize Ck),k (#)

(13)

rk(¢)>o

subject to yk ( t~) <_ ~l k
~,t(~) < (Pt

V l E L k - -Lk,

(13a)

VI E -Lk,

(13b)
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and
~k _= E¢[09k (~)].
For any realization of the capacity vector Ip, the optimal solution to problem (13)
is to maximize the (positive) flow on the (negative cost) cycle (that is traversing the
cycle so that its cost is negative), subject to not exceeding the link capacities ~. The
maximum flow on a cycle is a random variable defined by
O k (¢) - min((~/k , l E L k - -~k ), (dpl ' l E E k ))

(14)

~ k = E¢[ok(~)],

(15)

and

and the flow of cycle k under realization Ip and the variable splitting approach is
7k(¢)* = Ok(¢).

(16)

For the rest of this paper, "flow" on a cycle under a realization Ip means
"maximum flow" ok(¢) on that cycle. Similarly, "expected flow" of a cycle means
"expected maximum flow" ~ k on that cycle.
Under the cyclic recourse approach, the flow is routed onto cycles k whose flow
• k are random variables. The variable splitting approximation introduces additional
parallel links and causes the approximate problem (10) to decompose heuristically by
cycle. The optimal value of decomposed problem ~ v s provides an upper bound on
co.
<-

vs -

+"

+

(17)

= CI-~Ivs + ... + Cr-~rvs"

In the variable splitting approximation, given the distributions of the capacity
the original unshared links l ~ L:
P//(n) = Prob[~/ _> n]

and

~l of

P/(n) = Prob[~ t = n],

and after deriving similar distributions for the additional links of the original shared
links:
P//k(n) = Prob[~/k > n]

and

P/k (n) = Prob[~tk = n],

we can approximate the distribution of the cycle flow ok:
~k(n)=Prob[O k>n]
as follows:

and

Qk(n)=Prob[O

k=n]
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--k
Qvs
(n)= H Pit(n) H

lee k

~, (n).

(18)

IELk-~, k

and the approximate expected flow of the cycle is given by
Rk

=

n(a k (n) -

(n + 1)).

(19)

n=l

3.4 The effect of ranking the cycles
The ranking of the cycles in a configuration affects the tightness of the upper bound
~vs obtained by the variable splitting approximation. This section investigates the
criterion under which this ranking is decided upon.
Consider the example of figure 5(a), where we assume (for convenience) that all
links have costs equal to -1. Under the specified ranking scheme cycles 1 and 2 have
cost equal to - 3 and - 6 (since they consist of 3 and 6 links), respectively. Using (18),

~
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2 links, excluding k

5 links, excluding k
withdistribution:

withdistribution:
0

1

2

0
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3
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0.2

0.2

0.1

LINK k
DISTRIBUTION
OF ~ k

I 0

7"2= 0.00048

~'VS = 0.13748

2
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4

10"5 0.2 0.1 0.1 .05

ORIGINAL NUMBERING
~1=0.137

1

5
.05

REVERSE NUMBERING
~2=0.01636

"71=0.027

~'VS= 0.04336

Figure 5(a). Effect of the rankingof the cycles.
we derive that cycles 1 and 2 have approximate expected flow ~v*s equal to 0.137
and 0.00048, respectively, producing (by 17) an approximate expected total cost (or
upper bound on the expected recourse function) ~vs of-0.41388.
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Let us assume that the ranking is altered to depend on the cycle cost, so that the
cycle of most negative cost is given top priority. Now, cycles 1 and 2 have 6 and 3
links (and cost - 6 and -3), respectively. Nevertheless, in our example the cost of a
cycle is proportional to the number of links in the cycle, so that its flow depends on
a larger number of random variables and the probability of positive flow is reduced.
Thus, in the example of figure 5(a) and for the new ranking, we can derive from (18)
that cycles 1 and 2 have approximate expected flow of 0.01636 and 0.027, respectively, producing an approximate expected total cost of - 0.17916, indicating a looser
upper bound.
In the case where all the random link capacities have distributions with the same
omax(which could be a technological upper bound on the capacity of a link), the variable splitting approximation creates zero cycles; that is, cycles with zero expected
flow. In the original implementation presented in Wallace [18], the variable splitting
approximation would cause both cycles 2 and 3 in figure 5(b) to be zero cycles. That

ORIGINAL VARIABLE-SPLI'I'rlNG APPROACH

fcvcle

vcle~"~

ENHANCED VARIABLE-SPLI'I-I'ING APPROACH

: zero cycle

Figure 5(b). The effect of the original and the enhanced variable splitting
approach when the shared links have the same maximumpossible capacity.
is because cycle 2 is allotted the whole capacity of link 2, although this cycle has zero
expected flow because of the allocation of the whole capacity of link 1 to cycle 1. An
improved link capacity allocation scheme should recognize that cycle 2 is already a
zero cycle (because of the allocation of link 1) and allocate the eapacity of link 2 to
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cycle 3; in a chain of K cycles this scheme would create [(n - 1)/2] zero cycles, contrasted to n - 1 zero cycles of the original scheme. Thus, in this improved scheme,
only cycles containing a link that is shared with another cycle of higher priority and
positive expected flow become zero cycles. The benefit of this system is that it minimizes the amount of unutilized capacity, thereby increasing expected cycle flows.
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that the ranking of cycles, which is
crucial for the effectiveness of the variable splitting approximation, is given a priori.
As the results presented later in this paper indicate, our bounding procedure is
quite robust with reference to the cycle ranking in a given cycle configuration. Thus,
the determination of an optimal ranking is of no particular interest to our bounding
procedure.

4

The flow spilling approximation

In this section we present our approach, which uses the concept of cyclic recourse but
does not resort to variable splitting; instead, it uses a different approximation which
we call flow spilling. Under an outcome ¢ and for a given cycles' configuration and
ranking, the maximum flow of a cycle k depends on the actual m a x i m u m flow of those
cycles with priority 1 ..... k - 1 that share a link with (or touch) cycle k. The flow spilling approximation involves the construction of conditional probability distributions
of the m a x i m u m flow of each cycle.
Section 4.1 presents the main idea of the approximation, while section 4.2 introduces the dependence diagram, an implementation tool designed to increase the
computational efficiency of the method. Section 4.3 discusses the advantages and the
limitations of our procedure.
4.1 The main idea
First, let us denote (dropping the dependency on the outcome qt):
Otk = residual capacity of link l after allocating flow on cycles with index 1 to k - 1"

07 =

max

I k-I
•l

_

~" c~mE m
m~==1
l ,0

~ k ( n ) = Prob[O/k > n]

and

1

,

C~1
l ~ ~)l'

(20)

T/k(n) = Prob[O/k = hi;

~/k = the available capacity of link l when allocating flow on cycle with index k:
~

= min[R k , ¢/k ]

~k(n) = Prob[~ k > n] and
where R k is as defined in (11).

P / k ( n ) = Prob[~ p = n],

(21)
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The distribution ~//k of ~k is obtained by truncating the distribution T/k of Ok at

R k and adding the probability of the truncated values to the last spike. Then, the distribution of flow for cycle k is given by

-Ok (n) = ]-I

(n).

(22)

leL k

Thus, the difficulty of the cyclic recourse approach is in obtaining the distributions T/k÷l of the residual capacities (ptk÷l after allocating flow on cycles 1..... k. The
variable splitting approximation uses formula (12d) that simplifies substantially the
calculation of these distributions. In our approach, they can be recursively calculated
as follows:

Ttk+'(n) = Prob[O]:+1 = n] = Prob[¢tk

-(I) k

= n]

= ~ Ttk (m)Prob[~ k = m - n lotk = m]
m=n

=~

TIk(m)
=

r

H

Ppk ( m - n ) -

]

p k ( m - n + l) . (23)

Lp~Lk-{/}

p~

-111

The complete outline of the procedure follows in appendix A.
4.2 The dependence diagram
The calculation of probability distributions by (23) requires storage of the probability
distributions Ppk for all links p and at all steps k of the algorithm, that is, after each
cycle is examined in their order of priority. Instead, we intend to calculate the distributions as follows:

Tlk+](n) = Prob[O/k+l = n] = Prob ~l

--

t~)JE/=

n

.=

= ~
m = n

Prob[¢/ = m l P r o b

~JE

=m-n

.

(24)

LJ = I

Thus, we require the storage of the original distributions Pt of q~t, as well as the joint
distributions of the cycles' flows.
To enhance the efficiency of the implementation of the flow spilling approximation and avoid excessive computational requirements, we develop what we refer to as
the dependence diagram. For a given cycle configuration and ranking, the dependence
diagram indicates a priori the necessary conditional and joint probability distributions
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of cycles' flows to be calculated, as well as the point in the calculations where these
distributions are no longer necessary and can be discarded.
In the dependence diagram, each cycle of the configuration is depicted as a single
point; point k refers to the cycle in the configuration with the priority k. Starting from
the point of the cycle K with the lowest priority (or highest index number), connect
it to the points of the cycles that touch K. Then, move up in the diagram, connecting
the point of a cycle k with the points of all cycles that touch k and have higher priority
(that is, indices smaller than k). At the top of the diagram, there are the points that
correspond to cycles that only touch cycles with lower priority; we refer to those
cycles as iso.lated cycles. For example, the dependence diagram for the configuration
in figure 6(a) (with the depicted ranking) is shown in figure 6(b) and its isolated

13

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Test problem no. 1. (a) The configuration of the cycles, (b) the dependence diagram.

cycles are cycles 1, 2 and 8. The dependence diagram owes its name to the fact that
the flow of a cycle k depends on the flow of cycles that on the dependence diagram
are represented by points that k is connected to; for example, the flow of cycle 7 in
figure 6(b) depends on the flow of cycles 4 and 5. Additionally, the flow of a cycle k
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depends on the flow of cycles that correspond to points that ultimately connect to the
same isolated cycle; for the same example, the flow of cycle 7 in figure 6(b) also
depends on the flow of cycles 3 and 1.
The dependence diagram also indicates that the probability distribution of the flow
of a cycle k is no longer necessary, after the probability distributions of the flow of all
cycles connected to k are obtained. For example, the distribution of • 3 (the flow of
cycle 3) in figure 6(b) can be discarded after the distributions of O 4 and • 6 are calculated.
This concludes our description of the flow spilling approach. In appendix A we
present a detailed outline of the algorithm, while appendix B addresses its complexity.
4.3 Advantages and limitations
The major advantage of the new procedure is that it does not allocate a whole "block"
of the distribution of the shared links to the cycle with the higher priority; instead, it
takes into account what the higher priority cycle actually uses of the capacity of the
common link for each outcome ~. This can be very important if the distributions of
the link capacities are shifted towards zero, or if each cycle contains many links. In
those cases, the expected flow on the higher priority cycle is generally much lower
than its upper bound. A second advantage of that method is its (expected) relative
insensitivity to the ranking criterion, especially in the above mentioned cases. Finally,
if only the necessary conditional distributions are stored and the dependence diagram
is efficiently used, the total computational effort is not substantial.
Nevertheless, this algorithm has increased memory requirements over the variable splitting approach. Although the use of the dependence diagram can limit those
requirements, there may be a point where additional complexity of the calculations
may not pay off in the tightness of the upper bound ~FS. We chose to allow a cycle
to depend on up to five independent cycles (that is, ones pointing to different isolated
cycles) and up to two dependent ones. When the configuration and the ranking of the
cycles violate this restriction, either a variable-splitting scheme has to be used for
some links or a new ranking scheme has to be found that simplifies the interaction
between the cycles. We use the first approach although, since our algorithm is rather
insensitive to the ranking issue, the second approach may be more desirable.
An important point should be made on steps 0 and 2a of the algorithm described
in appendix A. Let kl and k2 be two points in the dependence diagram that share the
same isolated cycle k i. The paths from points kl and k2 to the common point ki may
intersect in many points, each of which can be used as the common point kc. Let d ( j )
be the depth of point j in the dependence diagram. From the description of step 2a of
the algorithm, it is clear that
max[d(kl ) - d(k c ), d(k2 ) - d(k c )]
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should be kept as small as possible. Essentially, for each branch (for example, kl to
kc), the algorithm conditions on the flow of all the intermediate points (cycles) in the
branch; limiting the number of those points reduces the number of nested operations
involved in that step of the algorithm. We chose to limit the maximum depth of each
branch to five; otherwise we resort to variable splitting between the cycle violating
the depth rule and the one below it. This rule is not a restriction on the size of the
network but only protects the algorithm from extreme cases of sequential cycle interaction as in figure 8.
The complexity of the flow spilling algorithm is derived in appendix B. The
conclusion is that the algorithm is pseudo-polynomial with respect to the parameters
of the problem. More specifically, as long as some restrictions (see m t and d in
appendix B) are applied to the configuration of the cycles and to the degree of pathological interaction of the configuration and the ranking scheme, the effort required
for running the algorithm for a network with L links with random arc capacities (of
range Z) and for a set of n cycles is
O ( n z m ' + l ( z d + l + L + n)),

which is polynomial with respect to L, Z and n. Actually, from the above-mentioned
parameters of the size of the instance, only L and n are of practical interest in large
scale problems since usually X is a fairly small integer constant. The property of
(pseudo-)polynomial effort is Very important for any upper bounding procedure since
most established upper bounds require exponential effort with respect to the number
of random variables in the problem.

5

Computational results

In this section we present computational results to compare the use of the variable
splitting approximation and the flow spilling approximation, in the cyclic recourse
approach. We seek to maximize the total expected flow in a configuration of (equal
negative cost) cycles and we contrast the performance of the two approaches according to that criterion.
In figures 6(a), 7(a) and 7(b) we depict the three test configurations that are used
in our experiments; all links have capacity that is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with the same mean m. The first test problem is rather random in configuration, and the ranking of the cycles is fixed and not a matter of experimentation. The
other two test problems indicate a close interaction among the cycles and constitute
situations where the variable splitting approximation is expected to have a serious
effect. Actually, in real life applications (such as the one that serves as our motivation
for that research) one expects a high degree of interaction between the cycles. All of
the computational results are given in table 1; in the rest of this section -we interpret
some factors that seem to have an effect on those results.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. The configurationof cycles for the other test
problems.(a) Test problemno. 2, (b) test problemno. 3.

First, we use test problem 1 to investigate the effect of the number of links per
cycle on the performance of the two approaches, while the distribution of the link
capacities remains fixed. The variable splitting approximation seems to depend more
on the number of links per cycle, for the given cycle configuration and ranking. As
the number of links increases from four to five per cycle, our approach gave 84.6%
and 86.0% higher total expected flow.
As expected, for all three test problems, a decrease of the mean of the Poisson
distribution of the link capacities puts the variable splitting approximation at a disadvantage. The expected flow is between 1.6 and 704 times higher when our approach
is used.
In the case of the test problems 2 and 3, we study the effect of the cycles' ranking
system on the relative performance of the two methods. We developed ranking
schemes under which the variable splitting approximation is or is not expected to
perform well. The results indicate that the flow spilling method is relatively insensitive to the ranking scheme, while the variable splitting approximation method is very
sensitive to it. Thus no effort is needed in the flow spilling approximation to obtain
the optimal ranking scheme.
For the variable splitting approximation, we propose the following ranking
scheme, for the case where all links have capacities with distribution of the same @max
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Table l(a)
Effects of the number of links per cycle for test problem no. I.
(FS = flow spilling approach, VS = variable splitting approach.)
Test
case

Linksper
cycle

Links

3
4
5

42
56
70

FS

VS

FS/VS

3.149262 !.899434
0.309297 0.169168
0.122753 0.066507

1.658
1.846
1.860

Table l(b)
Effects of distribution mean and ranking criterion.
(FS = flow spilling approach, VS = variable splitting approach.)
Test
case

L i n k s Distribution
mean

FS

Original numbering
VS
FS/VS

FS

Best numbering
VS
FS/VS

1

56

0.5
1.0
1.5

0.309297 0.169168
1.976555 1.151066
3.882126 2.424028

1.846
1.717
1.602

2

36

0.5
1.0
1.5

0.997876 0.189498 5 . 2 6 6
3.781799 0.878127 4.307
6.746121 1.915648 3.522

1.001924 0.557268 1.798

3

28

0.5
1.0
1.5

2.661585 0.003777 7 0 4 . 6
7.217493 0.070488 102.4
11.91885 0.290004
41.1

2.663108 1.800546 1.479

and all cycles have equal cost. For each cycle k individually, ignore the interaction of
the other cycles and treat its shared links as if they belong only to cycle k, and calculate its "expected flow" E V k. Then rank the cycles in decreasing "expected flow," as
long as the cycle ranked i does not touch any of the cycles ranked 1 to i - 1. This
ranking has the effect that the cycles k with the highest "expected flow" E V k are
isolated cycles and their expected flow -~kvs is equal to E V k. Once no cycles can be
found that do not touch any of the previously ranked cycles, stop; all the remaining
cycles will be zero cycles under any ranking. When all the links share the same distribution, the expected flow decreases as the number of links increases; hence, the
above described "expected flow" criterion gives the same cycle ranking as the
criterion where priority is given to the cycles with the least number of links. If not all
cycles have equal cost, then the above described procedure can be used, with the
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,¢

98~=~)
la

R

//

point where variable splitting is performed

Figure 8. A pathological case of interaction between
the configuration of cycles and the ranking scheme.

ranking according to the "expected cost" rather than the "expected flow" of each
cycle. When the links do not have capacity distributions with the same emax, then we
do not have an indication of what a good ranking strategy would be.
The bounding algorithm presented in this paper is pseudopolynomial in the sense
that we impose artificial limits on the number of interacting cycles, represented by m i
and m d . Experimental research in the context of specific applications is needed to
determine appropriate values of these limits and their impact on the tightness of the
bounds. Even more important than the effectiveness of this particular algorithm on
this particular problem, is the concept that effective, computationally tractable bounds
can be developed through creative approximations of the original problem.
This concludes the presentation of the bounding procedures for the two-stage
stochastic program where the recourse problem is a transshipment network. We introduce a new procedure based on the cyclic recourse concept and on the flow spilling
approximation which takes into account the interactions between the random flows
on the predetermined cycles in the recourse network. This procedure's performance
was contrasted to the variable splitting method developed by Wallace [18]. The
computational results suggest that, without prohibitive increase in the computational
effort, the new method is superior and more robust (that is, less sensitive to the
prioritization of the cycles). Nevertheless, we have not been able to identify a way of
obtaining an analytical form of the expected flow on the cycles of the network. Thus,
this method cannot be incorporated into the optimization process that seeks to determine the optimal first-stage decisions.
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Appendix A: An outline of the flow spilling approach
In this appendix, we present an outline of the flow spilling procedure for finding
the expected flow in a configuration of cycles with a given ranking. Note that we use
the terms point and path with the understanding that they refer to the dependence
diagram of a configuration of cycles (rather than to the recourse network). We also
use the terms cycle (of the recourse network) and point (of the dependence diagram)
interchangeably. For this section, let us introduce the following notation:
I C k = the set of isolated cycles (points) connected to cycle k,
H C k = the set of cycles with priority 1..... k - 1 that touch cycle k,

A ( . ) = the function giving the cardinality of a set,
I C kj = the set of common isolated cycles of points k and j,
I C kj = I C k A I C j ,
S ki

= the ordered set of the cycles that form the path from cycle k to the isolated
cycle i, in the dependence diagram (for the case of more than two possible
paths, see comment in section 4.3),

C P ( k , j , i) =

the "deepest" common point of the paths from points k a n d j to their
common isolated cycle i,
C P ( k , j , i ) = max{m: m E S ki f") sJi},

N M ( k ) = j,

if the marginal probability distribution of the flow of cycle k is needed
when performing the calculations for cycle j,

N C ( k l , k2) = j , if the conditional probability of the flow of cycle kl given the flow of
cycle k2 is needed when performing the calculations for cycle j,
R j

=

the maximum possible outcome of the flow o J , (see section 3.3).

The following algorithm can be used to calculate the expected flows on the cycles:

Step l a Set N M ( k ) = 0 for all k = 1..... K and NC(k, v) for all k, v = 1..... K.
Step l b For all cycles k, find H C k and I C k.
Let I k = t..J I C °w, for v, w E H C k .
If I k = O, then N M ( v ) = k for all v ~ H C k.
Else, find D = {(v, w) : I C °w ~ 0 } .
If A(D) > 2, then choose (v, w) ~ D and perform variable splitting in the
arcs m E L ~ > L w. Iterate until A ( D ) = 2.
For all v ~ H C k, if there exists w ~ H C k : (v, w ) ~ D , then
for all p ~ I C ~'w find S ~'p, S wp and CP(v, w, p).
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Set NC(ql, q2) = k, for all pairs ql, q2 ESVP: q2 EHCqt,
and for all pairs qt, q2 ES"P: q2 EHCqt.
Set N M ( C P ( v , w, p)) = k.
Else, for all v E H C k, set N M ( v ) = k.

Step lc Set k = 0.
Step 2a Set k = k + 1. If k > K, exit.
Set m = minlEL( ~lmax).

Step 2b Set m = m - 1. If m < 0, go to step 2f.
Initialize: Qk(m) = O.
For all j E H C k, if NC(k, j) > k, then
initialize: Prob(O k = m lO ° = rj) = 0, for all rj = 0 ..... R j.
Let H C k = { kl, k2 ..... k e }, consisting of e cycles.

Step 2c Consider an e-tuple (rl, r2 ..... re) with rj ~ [0, R J], for a l l j = 1..... e.
If all possible e-tuples have been considered, go to step 2b.
If I k = O, compute the joint probability:
e

JI = Prob[ Okl = rl . . . . . O k` = r/ . . . . . ok" = re] = H Qk'(rm)"
ra=l

(A.la)

Else, I C kik~~ 0 for some pair (i, j) (assume j - i + 1 for convenience).
Use subroutine C O N D to compute Prob(O k; = rk,[ • kJ = rk).
Then, the joint probability is:
J1 - Prob[ Ok1 = rl . . . . . ok" = re ]
i-l

= H

e

Qkm(rm)Pr°b(Okl =

rk, IOkj

ra=l

= r k j ) H Qkm(rm)"
ra=j

Step 2d Compute:

Pr°b[Ok >mlOkl=r!. . . . . o k ' = r e

1= 1 - I ~
lcL k

m + ~_~O°E~
v=l

(A.lb)

/

.

(A.2)

J

Convert to probability mass function.

Step 2e Compute:

Then:

K = Prob [O k = m l O kl = r l , . . . , O k' = re ] * J1-

(A.3a)

Qk(m) = Qk(m)+ K

(A.3b)

and if NC(k, j ) > k, increment:
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Prob (O k = m[ • j = rj ) = Prob (O k = m[ • j = rj ) + K / Q j (rj).

(A.3c)

Go to step 2c.
Step 2 f Compute the expected flow ~ k on cycle k from the distribution Qp(l).
Step 3

If cycle c has NM(c) = k, then discard the distributions Q c ( . ) and QC(.).
Also, for all links m ~ Lc discard the distributions Pm (") and Pm (") (if not
shared) or ffk ( . ) and Pmk ( ' ) (if shared).

Step 4

Go to step 2a.

Upon termination of the procedure, we obtain the following upper bound:
-

Z

•

(A.4)

keK

Next we give an outline of the subroutine C O N D that computes the probability
Prob(OJ = rjlOi= r i) for all values ri and rj. In this part, we will drop indices in the
notation where they are obvious.

Subroutine COND
Step 0

Let sJm = {j, Jl, J2 . . . . . j p , k c , . . . , m} and S im = {i, il, i2 . . . . . iq, k c . . . . . m}.
Initialize: P r o b [ O j = ryl • i = r/] = 0.
Set m = 0.

Stepl

Setm=m+l.

I f m > R k,return.

Step 2a Consider a new p-tuple (rl, r2 ..... r,). If none exists, go to step 2b.
Then increment:
Prob [O j = rjl • kc = m] = Prob [O j = rj[ O ~ = m]
+ Prob [O j = rjl • j~ = rl ]Prob [O j~ = rd O j2 = r2 ]
• .. Prob [O jp = r,l O k~ = m].

(A.5)

Go to step 2a.
Step 2 b Repeat step 2a to obtain Prob [O i = r/I • kc = m].
Convert:
Prob[Ok~ = m l O i = ri]
= P r o b [ O i = r/IO k~ = m]Prob [O k~ = m]/Prob[O i = r/].

(A.6)
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Step 2c Then increment:
Prob [ ~ j = r j l O i = r/] = Prob [ ~ j = r j l O i = ri]
+ Prob[O j = r j [ ~ i = r~,O k~ = l]Prob [ ~ k~ = l [ O i = ri].

(A.7)

Go to step 1.

Appendix B: Complexity of the algorithm
In this appendix we derive the complexity of the flow spilling algorithm outlined in
appendix A. Let us introduce the following notation:
L = the number of links in the network (equal to the number of random variables),
n = the number of cycles in the given configuration,
X = the maximum capacity of any link, Z - ~max.
mi

=

the number of independent cycles of lower priority that may touch each cycle
(parameter, equal to 5 in our application),

md = the number of dependent cycles of lower priority that may touch each cycle
(parameter, equal to 2 in our application),
mt

d

the total number of cycles of lower priority that may touch each cycle (parameter,
equal to the sum of m i and md),
= the maximum depth of any branch in the tree as described in section 4.3
(parameter, equal to 5 in our application).

=

Let us now give an estimate of the complexity of the algorithm by following its steps
as given by the outline of appendix A.

Step la:

O(n2).

Step lb:

O(max(n 3, n X L)). The first argument comes from the set operations, while the second from the variable splitting operations that
may be needed.

Steps le, 2a:
O(1).
Step 2b:
O(n Z ) for each cycle. Total: O(n 2 Z).
Steps 2e, 2d, 2e: For each of n cycles and for each o f z possible realizations of flow
on a cycle, there are at most Z m' possible e-tuples.
Subroutine COND is O ( Z d÷ l).
Thus, for each e-tuple, (A.1) takes O(.Z d÷l + mi).
Calculation of (A.2) takes O(L), while (A.3) takes O(n).
Thus, total complexity of steps 2c, 2d and 2e is O(n zm'+l(Z d+l
+ L + n)).
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Step 2f: Total complexity is O(n Z).
Step 3:

O(n z L ) .

Step 4:

O(1).

Step 5:

O(n).

The result o f the above detailed analysis is that the complexity o f the algorithm
is determined from steps 2c, 2d and 2e. Thus, as long as some restrictions are applied
to the configuration of the cycles and to the degree of pathological interaction of the
configuration and the ranking scheme, the effort required for running the algorithm
for a network with L links with random arc capacities (of range ,'0 and for a set of n
cycles is

O(n )(mi+l()(, d+I + L + n)),
which is p o l y n o m i a l with respect to L, Z and n. Actually, from the above-mentioned
parameters of the size of the instance, only L and n are of practical interest in large
scale problems since usually X is a fairly small integer constant. The property of
p o l y n o m i a l effort is very important for any upper bounding procedure since most
established upper bounds require exponential effort with respect to the n u m b e r o f
r a n d o m variables in the problem.
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